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In this paper, we have obtained a set of non-similarity solutions in closed forms for the propagation of a 
cylindrical blast wave in a radiative gas. An explosion in a gas of con~tant density and pressure has been comi- 
dered by aasuming the existence of an initial uniform magnetic field in the axial direction. The $isturbapce 
is supposed to be headed by a shock surfaoe of variable strength and the total energy of the wave vanes 
with time. 
Propagation of cylindricalblast waves in a plasma, under a constant axial current, has been studied by 
&eenspanl, Greifinger and Colea and Christer and HelliwelP. These authors have sought similarity 
solutions of the problem for a very strong instantaneous line explosion. Korobeinikov4 has considered the 
prob_lem of an explosion in a gas of constant density and pressure, by assuming the existence of an initial 
uniform magnetic field in the axial direction. He reduced the equations of motion in terms of two indepen- 
dent variables in suitable forms to effect numerical computations. 
Ip the present paper, we have considered a problem similar to that of Korobeinikov4. We find such 
solutions which maintain their similarity form except a t  the shock surface heading the disturbed region. 
After Sedov5, we name such motions as non-self-similar. The strength of 'the shock propagated does not 
remain constant. The variation of both the Mach number of the shock as well as the energy of the wave 
with time has been considered. We have also included radiation effects which enter in three forms, (i) radia- 
tion flux (ii) radiation pressure, and (iii) radiation energy density. While radiation flux becomes important 
even in laboratory experiments the effects of radiation pressure and radiation energy density simply get 
added to the gas pressure and gas energy density. Radiation effects are important for supersonic aerodyna- 
mics, nuclear explosions and nuclear energy devices, the defence applications of which cannot be over 
emphasized. 
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E Q U A T I O N S  O F  M O T I O N  A N D  B O U N D A R Y  C O N D I T I ~ N S  
The ecluations, governing the motion of the fluid behind a magnetogasdynamic cylindrical shock wave 
in a radiative gas, can be expressed, in the usual notation as, 
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The equation (I), by using (23) may be written as, 
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The equation (2), by using (25) may be written as, I 
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Similarly, th% equation (8), ,by usBg (24) may be written as - n 
Integrating the above and applying the conditions, 
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we obtain, 
Equations (26) to (29) give the solution of our problem. They constitute a set of non-similarity solutions 
in closed forms. 
E N E R G Y  OF T H E  W A V E  
When , -? - - *. 
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The total energy tjr (t) of the configuration after explosioa is given by, 
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~hich,  as a consequence of (13) and q = r@ t b  , takes the form, 
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e see from (30) that $ (t)  is a function of 7, q d y  and by assumption q -- A b  , p # 0 but 
p < 1 . Hence $ is a veriable which changes with time. 
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